20                               LAW OF CONTBACTS.
stood and assented to by both in the very same sense. However clear the agreement would appear to be on its face, if it can be shown that the proposition was not mutually understood in the same sense it can not, in general, be enforced. It must not be understood, however, that all pleas of having misunderstood the plain and express provisions of a -written contract will relieve the party making such claim from liability under it. In other words the mental agreement is evidenced by the language used in expressing such agreement, and the law will presume that such words were understood, provided their meaning is               , *
plain and evident.    Furthermore whatever a man's real inten-                    '
tion may be, if he so acts as to lead another person to reasonably suppose that he was assenting to a given proposition, and                   * this person proceeds on this assumption, the other party so acting becomes bound by the proposition.
The agreement is not consummated until each party bas communicated to the other, either orally, by letter, or by overt                 *'
acts, his intention in the matter. The secret or mental acceptance of a proposition by one or both of the parties to it does not                   '-%
complete a legal agreement, until this mental act has been communicated to the other party.
A person making an offer, whether orally, by messenger, by mail, or by telegraph, or by public advertisement, must allow a reasonable time for its acceptance, provided no time limit is stated in the proposition.* If the acceptance is returned by the same agency used in sending the offer, the contract is completed at the time such acceptance is delivered to such agency, whether the party sending the offer ever receives such acceptance or not. A person is bound by the acts of the agent of his own selection, and the failure of this agent to deliver to                  •
him the acceptance does not operate to prevent the completion of the contract. For instance, a proposition sent by mail is accepted at the time the letter of acceptance is deposited in the postoffice or letter box, and a proposition sent by telegraph is
* This means only,that if not withdraw the offer wilJ stand and may be accepted at any time within a "reasonable time."

